
Algerian gas flow surge to Italy eats 
into northern imports

recent months. This pressured spot prices, causing a 
reduction of the PSV Day-ahead premium to the TTF, 
which determines the profitability of imports via 
Switzerland.

It also made the Italian gas system highly dependent 
on Algerian flows and susceptible to issues affecting 
them. In the second week of January, an issue 
concerning the Algerian grid caused a reduction in 
imports which led to severe undersupply and 
together with higher-than-expected demand caused 
spot prices to spike at a five-year high (see ESGM 12 
January 2017).

Traders will need to keep a close eye on any 
changes to the flow profile of Algerian gas throughout 
the year as a result.

The sudden and persisting variations between 
nominations and actual Algerian flows was one 
reason the Italian economy ministry confirmed the 
strategic gas stock level at 4.62bcm for year 2017-18 
in order to ensure supply security in case of 
emergency.

Italy also imports gas from Libya and from Russia via 
Austria, and receives LNG mainly from Qatar. 
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MARKET HIGHLIGHT

Multiple market sources said they expect the amount 
of gas coming from north Europe via Switzerland 
into Italy to be lower for the rest of 2017 compared 
to 2016, if gas coming from Algeria remains high.

Algerian gas imports to Italy surged between the end 
of 2016 and the beginning of 2017 following a 
renegotiation of long-term contracts between Italian 
company Eni and Algerian producer Sonatrach (see 
ESGM 14 December 2016), which revised volumes 
and prices, to bring them in line with the current 
market conditions.

The arrival of more Algerian gas cut the premium of 
the Italian PSV Day-ahead over the TTF contract 
and reduced the incentive to bring in gas via 
Switzerland, a situation that will likely remain if 
Algerian flows remain high.

Susceptible

During the fourth quarter of 2016, gas coming from 
Algeria more than tripled to 5.6 billion cubic metres 
compared to a year earlier, while imports from 
Switzerland dropped by around 60% over the same 
period (see graph), data from system operator Snam 
Rete Gas shows.

The strong Algerian flows caused the Italian system 
to be exposed to oversupply in several sessions in
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Request a FREE sample report

This market update is part of the ICIS European Spot Gas Markets (ESGM) daily 
report which provides you with the latest prices, news and expert analysis on 
the current day’s trading. This comprehensive service is essential for industry 
participants, offering insights into key gas hubs, as well as a holistic view of 
regional conditions and the market outlook.

With two decades of expertise in price reporting for natural gas, the ESGM is the 
most widely used report, with Heren indices and price assessments being used as a 
benchmark for decades.

We publish independent price assessments and Heren indices for the British NBP, 
Dutch TTF, German NCG and GASPOOL, Belgian Zeebrugge and ZTP, French 
PEG Nord and TRS, Italian PSV, Austrian VTP, Czech VTP, Spanish PVB, Slovak 
VTP and Turkey markets.

Stay informed on the European Spot Gas Markets

Request a FREE sample report

Other essential resources from ICIS include:

Request a FREE sample report

European Gas Markets
This report provides a fortnightly roundup of the latest prices and developments in Europe’s 
natural gas markets. With comprehensive insights into hot topics and issues shaping the 
industry, and a strong focus on supplier countries and routes, it’s a must-read for market 
participants wanting to stay ahead of their competitors.

Continental Gas Snapshot
The daily digest of the European gas market helps you stay ahead of the latest prices and 
developments in key European gas markets. With price assessments and Heren indices for 
the Dutch TTF and Belgian Zeebrugge hubs, as well as expert commentary on market drivers 
across Europe, it’s an essential read for international gas players and analysts.

http://www.icis.com/energy/gas/europe/european-spot-gas-markets/?cmpid=EMP|ENER|CHHNT-2016-0807-EURO-esgm_market_highlights|sample_report&sfid=701w0000001JwQ6
http://www.icis.com/energy/gas/europe/european-gas-markets/?cmpid=EMP|ENER|CHHNT-2016-0807-EURO-egm_market_highlights|sample_report&sfid=701w0000001JwQB
http://www.icis.com/energy/channel-info-about/continental-gas-snapshot/?cmpid=EMP|ENER|CHHNT-2016-0807-EURO-cgs_market_highlights|sample_report&sfid=701w0000001JwQa



